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NO APRIL CLUB MEETING
Due to current local, state and federal orders the April TARC club meeting
will not be held.

TARC Officer News
Treasurer Charles Haight KI5SGT has moved due to his wife taking a job
out of state. Secretary Gail Chandler KG5NFD is temporarily handling
treasurer duties until club meetings resume and a new treasurer can be
elected.
The position of President is currently vacant with the resignation of Paul
Krog KR5OG. Vice President Emery Chandler KG5HFI is temporarily
handling the duties of TARC president until club meetings resume and a
new president can be elected.

Rob Gregg (Term Ends 2022)
KD5FJF

Per the TARC Bylaws:

Jan Gregg (Term Ends 2021)
W5GNK

Vacanies:
5.10
Vacancies in an elective office will be filled at the first regular meeting after the
vacancy occurs…

Contact Information:
To contact any of the TARC
Officers or Board of Directors
please send an email to:
board@tarc.org

Bulletin Editor – Myron N5TFK
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Officers:
Vice President
5.19 If the President is absent or unable to act, the Vice President will perform
the duties of President…

The TARC board has decided that until elections are held no new
business that involves monetary decisions will be conducted. Ham Expo
co chair Myron Mesecke N5TFK has been authorized to pay the final
spring Ham Expo invoice when it arrives in the mail.

Ham Expo
Winners of the prizes:
3rd: Yaesu FT-3DR
Richard N7GVE
2nd: Yaesu FTM-400 XDR
Karen KM5A
1st: Yaesu FT-857D
Jimmy KC3EGZ
Special Prize:
Sam KI5FQJ
We had a near sell out and most of the vendors did show up. Attendance at the door was down to about half of
normal. Vendors, both commercial and non-commercial were unanimous in thanking TARC for holding Ham
Expo. After the event several vendors said they did okay regarding sales even though the crowd was smaller.
Thanks to all that volunteered. Without the people assisting with set up, taking admission, selling raffle tickets
and manning the door, plus the VE’s who did testing Ham Expo could not continue to be the success it is.
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